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ABSTRACT
Current radiobiology studies on the effects of galactic cosmic ray radiation utilize mono-energetic beams, where the projected
dose for an exploration mission is given using highly-acute exposures. This methodology does not replicate the multi-ion
species and energies found in the space radiation environment, nor does it reflect the low dose-rate found in interplanetary
space. In radiation biology studies as well as in the assessment of health risk to astronaut crews, the differences in the biological
effectiveness of different ions is primarily attributed to differences in the linear energy transfer (LET) of the radiation spectrum.
Here we show that the LET spectrum of the intravehicular environment of spaceflight vehicles can be simulated with a single
particle, mono-energetic ion beam accelerated at target blocks constructed of one or more materials. The LET spectrum of the
emerging field can then be moderated by the amount of mass or length of material the primary and secondary nuclei travels,
thus preferentially producing specific nuclear spallation and fragmentation processes and allowing for a continuous generation
of ionizing radiation that mimics the space radiation environment. This approach could allow more accurate simulation of not
only intravehicular spaceflight conditions, but also could be used to simulate the external galactic cosmic ray field, planetary
surface spectrum (e.g., Mars or Moon), and the local radiation environment of orbiting satellites, providing a much-needed
ground-based space radiation analog for future experimentation.
Introduction
During spaceflight, astronauts are exposed to a variety of en-
vironmental stressors ranging from chemical and bacterial in-
sults (resulting from the materials and occupants of the space
vehicle) to microgravity and mixed fields of ionizing radiation.
The space radiation environment is a complex combination of
fast-moving ions derived from all atomic species found in the
periodic table, with any meaningful abundance up to approxi-
mately nickel (atomic number Z = 28). These ionized nuclei
have sufficient energy to penetrate the spacecraft structure and
cause deleterious biological damage to astronaut crews and
other biological material, such as cell and tissue cultures.1, 2
Recent studies have demonstrated that the biological response
and disease pathogenesis to space radiation is unique to a non-
homogeneous, multi-energetic dose distribution similar to the
interplanetary space environment.3, 4 Previous radiobiologi-
cal models and experiments utilizing mono-energetic beams
may not have fully characterized the biological responses or
described the impact of space radiation on the health of vital
tissues and organ systems.5
Currently, radiobiology studies on the effects of galactic
cosmic ray (GCR) radiation utilize single ion, mono-energetic
beams (e.g., Li, C, O, Si, Fe, etc.) at heavy-ion accelerators
where the projected dose for an entire exploration-class mis-
sion is given to biological models using highly-acute, single
ion exposures. Recently, a GCR simulator was developed that
can provide three to five consecutive mono-energetic heavy
ions for space radiation studies.6, 7 While an improvement
upon previous capabilities, this approach only provides a few
data points and lacks the generation of pions and neutrons
that account for as much as 15-20% of a dose exposure.8
Additionally, for radiobiology studies, questions still remain
regarding what order the ion species should be given as this
may affect experimental outcomes.9, 10
Unfortunately, these approaches do not reflect the low dose-
rate found in interplanetary space, nor do they accurately repli-
cate the multi-ion species and energies found in the GCR radi-
ation environment. It is believed that the complex GCR envi-
ronment could cause multi-organ dose toxicity, inhibiting cell
regrowth and tissue repair mechanisms. Thus, high-fidelity
simulation is critical for the determination of accurate radiobi-
ological experimental outcomes.5, 11 Furthermore, interaction
with the spacecraft hull attenuates the energy of heavy charged
particles and frequently causes their fragmentation into lighter,
less energetic elements, changing the complexity and makeup
of the intravehicular (IVA) radiation spectrum. Therefore, it
is important for the fidelity of space radiation studies that the
space radiation environment both outside and inside space-
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crafts can be accurately simulated.
In this work we demonstrate an approach to simulate the
space radiation environment in a laboratory setting. For sim-
plicity, we focus on the IVA radiation spectrum measured on
different spacecrafts. Our goal is to numerically develop a
target moderator block that can be easily constructed from
materials with multiple layers of varying geometry to generate
specific nuclear reactions and spallation products. The moder-
ator block is designed so that the final field closely simulates
the IVA linear energy transfer (LET) spectrum measured on
previous spaceflights. The LET quantifies how much energy
is lost in a material and is typically given in units of kilo
electron volts per micron (keV/µm) for quantification of ra-
diobiological damage. This proposed target moderator block
can, for example, be placed in front of a 1 giga electron volt
per nucleon (GeV/n) iron (56Fe) single-particle beam with
no modifications to the beamline infrastructure. As the iron
beam passes through the moderator block, nuclear spallation
processes can create modest amounts of the desired fragments
resulting in a complex mixed field of particle nuclei with dif-
ferent atomic numbers Z in the range 0 < Z ≤ 26 and LETs up
to approximately 200 keV/µm. Modifications to the internal
geometry and chemical composition of the materials in the
target moderator block allow for a shaping of the simulated
IVA LET to specific spectra. The concept is shown in Figure 1.
Our approach thus leverages available beamline technologies
to provide an enhancement to current ground-based analogs of
the space radiation environment by reproducing the measured
IVA LET spectrum.
	
Figure 1. Moderator block geometry concept for the emulation of space
radiation spectra. A primary beam of 56Fe (iron, left) is selectively degraded
with a carefully designed moderator block to produce a desired distribution of
energies and ions (represented by the colorful lines on the right) simulating the
intravehicular space radiation environment. Figure reprinted with permission
from Chancellor et al.,5 under the Creative Commons license.
To demonstrate applicability of this approach, results from
our numerical models are compared below to real-world mea-
surements of the IVA LET spectrum from the U.S. Space
Shuttle, International Space Station (ISS), and and NASA’s
new Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV). While these
intravehicular environments were chosen for concept demon-
stration, we emphasize that this approach could be generalized
to other radiation spectra and a wide range of environmental
conditions for radiobiological studies as well as other ap-
plications such as the testing of shielding, electronics, and
materials for a space environment, or for nuclear research
facilities and laboratories.
Background
Highly-charged heavy ions penetrate matter with an approxi-
mate straight path. The interaction of the ion with material’s
atomic structure results in one of two outcomes: transfer of
energy from the primary ion into the medium (gradually dis-
sipating the primary ion’s energy) or the creation of progeny
nuclei and spallation fragments.12
The loss of an ion’s energy can be accurately approximated
using the stopping power equation,13
dE
dx
=
4pie4Z21Z2
meβ 2
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Here, Z1 and Z2 are the charges of the primary ion and the
medium being traversed, respectively; me is the electron mass
density of the medium and β = v/c with v representing the ve-
locity of the primary ion and c representing the speed of light.
Material-specific effects are described by the average ionizing
potential of the medium I, the shell correction C/Z2, and the
density effect δ . These relationships have been validated with
both theoretical and experimental results.14–17
Analysis of Eq. (1) shows that a charged particle traversing
a given material will lose kinetic energy at a rate inversely
proportional to its speed, with a prompt loss of energy as it
comes to rest. This sudden rise in energy loss is referred to as
the Bragg peak. In this context, the term ”Bragg peak” differs
from the definition used in materials and condensed matter
studies. In radiation dosimetry, reference to the Bragg peak
implies the point at which a charged particle promptly loses
kinetic energy before coming to rest in a medium.
As mentioned above, there is a chance that the interaction
between the primary and the nuclear structure results in the
dislocation of nuclear matter from the primary ion, creating
fragments of ion species each with charges equal to or less
than the charge of the primary ion. Brandt and Peters demon-
strated that the cross-section for a nuclear interaction to induce
a charge-changing spallation can be determined with,18, 19
σ = pir20
[
3
√
AP +
3
√
AT−δ (AT,AP,E)
]2
, (2)
where AP and AT are the mass numbers of the primary ion and
target medium, respectively, δ is a fitted parameter dependent
on the energy of the primary ion, and r0 = 1.26 fm.
These phenomena described in Eqs. 1 and 2 provide valu-
able information about the character and properties of materi-
als, and provide a novel method of generating a mixed field
of ions using accelerator technologies. Careful observation of
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Eq. (1) shows that a primary ion can penetrate a material of
thickness, ∆x, assuming a high enough incident energy, E. We
can choose ∆x so that roughly half of the primary ions have a
charge-changing reaction defined by Eq. (2). With these con-
straints the location of the first charge-changing interaction
will occur, on average, at approximately the midpoint (e.g.,
∆x/2). Most nuclear reactions are peripheral and remove only
a few nucleons from the incident primary ion. The resulting
secondary particles will then travel a distance equal to ap-
proximately half of the material’s thickness, ∆x, and will lose
energy at a rate described by Eq. (1). On average, observing
Eq. (2), the probability of the lighter fragments having tertiary
interactions is proportional to their atomic mass, e.g. A2/3,
or approximately 25%. Thus, for a primary ion of constant
energy E, atomic mass AP, and charge Z, incident on a target
with atomic mass AT and thickness ∆x, the emerging field will
consist of a mixed ion species with varied charges up to the
primary ion’s atomic mass, AP.
The stopping power described in Eq. 1 is equivalent to the
energy loss per unit path length of the primary ion, or LET,
thus LET = dE/dx, and quantifies how much energy is lost
in a material. Note, here we infer the unrestricted stopping
power, e.g. all the energy loss by the primary is into the
medium. LET is typically given in units of mega electron
volts per centimeter (MeV/cm) for materials studies; however,
for radiobiological quantification where the outcome varies at
distances of 10−6 m, LET is given in keV/µm. Although not
uniquely related to biological response, LET is an important
metric that is utilized to determine radiation tissue damage
where the differences in the relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) of different ions are, in part, attributed to differences in
the LET of the radiation.20 The RBE of a particular radiation
type is the numerical expression of the relative amount of
damage that a fixed dose of that type of radiation will have on
biological tissues. LET remains the focus of many biological
investigations and serves as the basis of radiation protection
and risk assessment.11, 20
Conceptually, it is reasonable to predict that a single par-
ticle, mono-energetic ion beam can be accelerated at target
blocks constructed of one or more materials. The spectrum of
the emerging field can then be moderated by the amount of
mass or length of material the primary and secondary nuclei
travels. The robustness of the resulting field of mixed ions
and energies would be dependent on the careful selection of
target material(s) and the relative contribution of each layer to
the desired spectrum. Figure 2 demonstrates this concept.
Methods
Highly-charged heavy ions penetrate a material with an ap-
proximate straight path and gradually dissipate energy through
multiple collisions with the material’s electronic structure.
Eq. 2 shows that the effectiveness of a material to instigate
energy loss attenuation and spallation typically increases with
decreasing atomic number, with hydrogen being the most
efficient.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the moderator block designed to simulate specific
space radiation spectra. A primary beam of 56Fe (left) is selectively degraded
with a carefully-designed moderator block to produce a desired distribution
of energies and ions (represented by the colorful lines on the right-hand
side). To preferentially enhance fragmentation and energy loss, cuts (white
sections on the left-hand side) are performed in the moderator block made
up of different materials (depicted by different shades of gray). Before
the spallation products exit the moderator block, a high-Z material layer is
added for scattering. The inset shows the circular beam spot, as well as the
symmetric cuts made into the moderator block.
The contribution to Eq. (1) made by the density effect cor-
rection, δ , is only significant for primary particles with kinetic
energies that exceed their rest mass (e.g. ≥ 1 Gev/n) .16, 21–24
This exceeds the energy of primary particle considered in this
study and does not play a significant role in material selec-
tion. The shell correction, C/Z2, provides a correction to the
stopping power for ions ≤ 200 MeV/n, where their velocity is
equal to or less than the orbital velocity of the lattice electrons.
This correction, however, is of most consequence to ions with
energies less than approximately 5 MeV/n, and thus does not
play a important role in material selection.
The ionization potential, I, provides the largest opportu-
nity to perturb the medium’s properties in order to instigate
specific changes in the emerging particle spectra that more
closely model the desired field. It describes how easily a target
material can absorb the kinetic energy imparted from the pro-
jectile through electronic and vibrational excitation. Unlike
the density and shell corrections, whose relative contribution
to stopping is strongly dependent on the projectile’s energy or
atomic charge, the ionization potential, I, is characteristic of
the target material only and is independent of the properties
of the projectile ion. Since the contribution of I to stopping
is logarithmic, small changes in its value do not produce ma-
jor changes in the stopping cross section.17, 25 This provides
an opportunity to make fine adjustments to the energies of
the emerging particles by making perturbations around the
measured values of the mean excitation potential for materials
under consideration.
As shown in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, spallation, and especially the
energy loss spectrum for a heavy ion beam in a particular ma-
terial, is strongly dependent on the beam species, energy, and
the properties of the target material being traversed. Polymers
and hydrogenated materials are favorable materials because,
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per unit mass, these hydrogenous materials cause higher frag-
mentation of high-energy heavy ions and stop more of the
incident low-energy particles than other materials.17, 26 Poly-
mers are suitable candidate materials because they have a
high hydrogen content and have sufficient tensile strength
for machining. For example, polyethylene (CH2), with two
hydrogen atoms and one carbon atom per monomer, is ideal
for the design and construction of moderator blocks.
In order to generate a desired LET spectrum, the moder-
ator geometry and thickness need to balance the effects of
energy loss and fragmentation. A moderator geometry is cho-
sen to correspond with the desired transmission of primary
and progeny nuclei needed in the final spectrum. The desired
fluence of particles required can be determined using data
from, e.g., satellite measurements, IVA measurements during
space missions, or from peer-reviewed models of the targeted
spectrum.27 Demonstrated in Figure 2, each channel or cut
represents a separate path the primary ions can travel through
the block, where collisions between the primary ions and the
moderator nuclei will result in projectile and target fragments
and recoil products. Surviving primary ions continue with
their initial velocity, losing energy by electromagnetic inter-
actions. Because energy is lost and the LET depends on the
inverse square of velocity, ions with sufficient range to fully
traverse the moderator will emerge with higher LET.28 The
primary particles and the heavy projectile fragments repre-
sent the high-range LET components and the mid-range LET
components of the GCR. The lighter fragment products will
provide the contribution to the mid and low-range LET com-
ponents of the GCR. The diameter, length, and material of
each cut are chosen to induce specific spallation and energy
loss events of the primary ion. This provides a method to
selectively induce specific fragmentation and energy losses
that result in the emerging field having the desired distribution
of emerging ions and energies. These result in an emerging
particle field mostly consisting of nuclei with a LET less than
approximately 200 keV/µm.
For this work, 1 GeV/n iron (56Fe) was chosen as the ion
species and energy of the primary ion given that iron is the
heaviest nuclei with significant contribution to absorbed dose
in the GCR environment. The LET is approximately 150
keV/µm, which has been shown to be about the peak effec-
tiveness for producing chromosomal damage indicative of
cancer outcomes in murine models.29, 30 This energy and ion
choice also has ranges much greater than the presumed shorter
depths of the moderator block (approximately 25 cm). This
ensures that the effects of fragmentation dominate while insti-
gating a positive dose attenuation and minimal change in the
LET of primaries that survive transport through the block.
The correct fluence of particles required for each layer is
determined using numerical particle transport methods. Ana-
lytical prediction of the resulting particle species, their mul-
tiplicity, and corresponding energies is not possible to any
high degree of accuracy. The energy loss of the primary will
increases with depth and this begins to counter the expected
decrease in average LET caused by fragmentation. As the pri-
mary ranges out and velocity decreases, the LET rises sharply
at depths that are small compared to the mean free path for
a nuclear interaction and the effects of energy loss outweigh
those of fragmentation. Moderator geometry and thickness
will need to balance the effects of energy loss and fragmenta-
tion. To overcome the highly-stochastic results of primary and
progeny fragmentation, we incrementally vary the geometry
in each layer to quantify what material(s) and properties (e.g.
length, width normal to the primary beam’s path, etc.) of each
layer can best produce a desired range of ions and resulting
energies. The key factor in this approach is to match each
layer thickness and width normal to the beam spot so that it
contributes to a specific portion of the desired LET spectrum.
The final moderator block is designed so that the addition
of each layer will result in a final field, F(i,E ′), such that:
F(P,E ′) =∑
n
gn(m,v) f (p,Ei) = G(M,V ) f (p,Ei), (3)
where f (p,Ei) is the impinging field of the primary ion, p,
with initial energy, Ei. The function g(m,v) describes the indi-
vidual layers of material m and volume v (e.g. length, width,
height). The individual layers are summed and G(M,V ) de-
scribes the final moderator block material(s), M and geometry,
V . The function, F(P,E ′), represents the resulting field of
ion species, P, with energies, E ′, that closely simulates the
desired LET spectrum, e.g. the intravehicular LET spectrum
measured on previous spaceflights.
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Figure 3. Geometry of the Monte Carlo simulation. Iron ions enter the target
from the left and surviving primaries and progeny fragments exit from the
right of the block.
A three-dimensional version of the moderator block is
then recreated using combinatorial geometry for the Monte
Carlo simulation. This includes accurate determinations of the
width, length, and curvature of the various channels and cuts.
The chemical composition and density specific to each of the
moderator’s layers also has to be specified for determining
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the material properties, such as atomic structure, ionization
potential, electron shell configuration, etc. The numerical
simulations are then performed using multi-core, high perfor-
mance computers (HPCs) and the particle transport simula-
tion software PHITS,31 in order to model particles traversing
through thick absorbers and to approximate the desired LET
spectrum.
The use of HPC (i.e. supercomputers) allows the fast mod-
eling of complex nuclear phenomena that would typically
require significant time and computer resources. The paral-
lelization of our numerical models allows for calculations to
be distributed across multiple CPU cores and significantly
increasing the number of samples sets. This greater computa-
tional power enables our models to be computed faster, since
more operations can be performed per time unit, and more
importantly, decrease statistical errors inherent with Monte
Carlo calculations. For example, typical results were run on
5000-35,000 CPU cores over 6-12 hour time period. These
produced data sets greater than approximately 2 terabytes (TB)
and would equivocally take 2-3 years on a typical computer.
PHITS features an event generator mode that produces a
fully-correlated transport for all particles with energies up to
200GeV/n.31 The software calculates the average energy loss
and stopping power by using the charge density of the mate-
rial and determines the momentum of the primary particle by
tracking the fluctuations of energy loss and angular deviation.
PHITS utilizes the SPAR code for simulating ionization pro-
cesses of the charge particles and the average stopping power
dE/dx.32, 33 PHITS has been previously compared to experi-
mental cross-section data using similar energies and materials.
Zeitlin et al.34, 35 showed that, for large detector acceptance
angles, there is good agreement between experimental beam-
line measurements of fragmentation cross sections and simu-
lated outcomes that utilized PHITS to generate the expected
progeny fragments and energy loss. A full description of the
capabilities of PHITS and the various nuclear models utilized
in the code can be found in Niita et al. 2006.31
An example two-dimensional schematic of the moderator
block model used in the numerical simulation is shown in
Fig. 3. The 1GeV/n 56Fe primary beam is accelerated from
the left, propagated through the moderator block, and emerges
along with progeny fragments generated during spallation
reactions with the block materials. The field continues to
the right where a scoring plane is located 1 meter from the
moderator block face. Particle species, energy, and direc-
tional cosines are recorded for analysis and LET calculations.
The LET values (in tissue) are then calculated using the stop-
ping power formula described in Eq. (1). All particles are
scored, including electrons, pions, neutrons, etc. However,
only charged particles are considered for the final LET spec-
trum.
The medium traversed by the particle field emerging from
the moderator is assumed to be open air. The 1 meter distance
between the back plane of the moderator and the scoring plane
allows air attenuation of low-energy particles. Additionally,
this space simulates experimental moderator placement with
hardware, tissue, or biological samples located down stream
on the beamline.
Systematic errors are attributed to the many approximations
required for a three-dimensional particle-transport Monte
Carlo simulation and are, unfortunately, out of our control.
The bootstrap method was utilized to determine the statistical
stability of the results and minimize systematic biases in the
outcomes.36
The moderator block design was used to model IVA LET
for various space exploration missions. The IVA LET spec-
trum measured on the U.S. Space Shuttle during the Mir Space
Station Expedition 18-19 (1995) was chosen for initial valida-
tion of our approach.37 This particular mission was selected
after identifying a rich selection of publicly accessible LET
spectrums from the mission, with available measurements
spanning days, weeks, and, in some cases, months. The nu-
merical model was utilized to simulate replication of mission
LET using the moderator block design. Subsequent prototype
testing was performed using numerically determined model
geometry. Prototype testing was performed at the NASA
Space Radiation Laboratory (NSRL) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory in Brookhaven, New York. A 1GeV/n iron (56Fe)
beam was accelerated at a moderator block with beamline
measurements taken using plastic scintillator detectors placed
1 meter down the beamline to replicate model conditions.
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Figure 4. Intravehicular particle flux versus the LET (keV/micron) field from
the Shuttle-Mir 18-19 Expedition measured by Badhwar et. al.37 (dashed
line), as well as the results of our moderator block model simulation (blue
solid line). Note the close approximation of simulated results to the real-
world curve of recorded particle flux. In addition, four single-ion exposures
from current radiobiological experiments are shown (large colored symbols)
to highlight the lack in breadth of energies in current radiobiological damage
studies.7, 8
For this initial test case, every effort was made to utilize a
single polymer material that is commercially available. Prag-
matic decisions motivated material choice and subsequent
geometry: it should be practical for a moderator block to be
crafted with high precision in the machine shop of a typi-
cal accelerator laboratory, allowing for replicated use at any
heavy-ion accelerator. Thus, polymers or soft materials were
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given priority because of sufficient tensile strength and relative
ease of machining.
The results from our numerical model, along with beam-
line measurements from the prototype block, were compared
to measurements of the U.S. Space Shuttle-Mir Expedition
18-19 IVA LET. Additional test cases of numerical models
alone, without prototype correlates, were performed to include
model replication of the IVA spectrum measured onboard the
International Space Station (ISS) and NASA’s Orion Multi-
Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) during Exploration Flight Test
1 (EFT-1) in 2014.
Results
The Mir Space Station had an orbital inclination and flight alti-
tude of 51.6◦ and approximately 200 nautical miles (370km).
Beginning in March of 1995, NASA astronauts flew several
long-duration missions on the Mir Space Station, returning to
earth via the U.S. Space Shuttle. Badhwar et al.37 measured
the integrated LET spectrum that was directly attributed to
GCR ions and their spallation progeny using tissue equivalent
proportional counters (TEPC) and plastic nuclear track detec-
tors located at six different areas of the vehicle. Contributions
from neutrons and non-GCR particles (e.g., Van Allen Belt
ions) were not considered in model calculations in order to
closely replicate real-world measured results.
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Figure 5. Comparison of predicted charge distributions. The relative abun-
dance of intravehicular ions in the exiting field created by the moderator block
(red squares) are plotted against the predicted IVA environment as published
by Durante et al.30 (blue circles) as a function of the atomic number Z. Both
distributions have been normalized to the most prolific ion, hydrogen (Z = 1).
Figure 4 shows the LET (per day) measured during the U.S.
Space Shuttle-Mir Expedition 18-1937 (black dashed line).
The blue solid line represents the results of particle-transport
simulations using the moderator block design developed in
this work. A monoenergetic 1GeV/n iron (56Fe) beam passes
the moderator block to output the simulated particle flux. The
distribution of LET obtained from the beamline simulation
demonstrates close approximation for particles having LET
between 10keV/µm and 90keV/µm and a reasonable fit for
LET up to 185keV/µm. The output is appropriately scaled to
replicate the average daily LET rate as measured during the
Expedition. Note that the simulated target moderator block
reproduces the spectrum over approximately five orders of
magnitude. For comparison, Figure 4 also identifies the indi-
vidual mono-energetic ion beams (large symbols; see caption)
currently used for radiobiological experiments.7, 8 While the
mono-energetic beams fall within the spectra of measured IVA
LET, these individual ion beams do not capture the richness
and diversity of the measured real-world particle flux.
We further conducted a more detailed analysis of the rel-
ative accuracy of the charge distribution resulting from the
moderator block calculations compared to the predicted IVA
environment as described by Durante et al.,30 depicted in
Figure 5. There is a good approximation of lower-Z ions,
particularly hydrogen (Z = 1) and helium (Z = 2), while a rea-
sonable estimate is demonstrated for ion species 4≤ Z ≤ 26.
Figure 6 shows the results from beamline measurements
performed at the NSRL utilizing a prototype moderator block,
compared to real-world LET measurements from U.S. Space
Shuttle-Mir Expedition 18-19. Spectra measured after passing
through the moderator block demonstrate replication of mod-
eled outputs as well as close approximation of real-world LET
measurements from approximately 18keV/µm to 185keV/µm.
As demonstrated in both Figure 4 and Figure 6, there are some
discrepancies between simulated block outputs, beamline mea-
surements, and real-world data in the lower LET distributions.
It is unclear how well the target design reproduces the LET
distribution for particles with LETs approximately 5keV/µm -
18keV/µm. It is likely that discrepancies may be resolved by
adjusting the geometry or composition of the proposed target
moderators.
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Figure 6. Comparison of model with beamline measurements. The results
of our moderator block model simulation (blue solid line) shown in Figure 4
are compared to beamline measurements of a prototype moderator block
that replicates the numerically determined geometry (red solid line). The
measured field closely matches both the measured and numerically predicted
spectrum for LETs between 18keV/µm and 185keV/µm
The ISS maintains an orbital inclination of 51.6◦ and an
altitude of approximately 400km. Figure 7 shows the mea-
sured IVA LET spectrum from the ISS compared to numerical
results from the moderator block design. Real-world LET
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measurements were taken using a TimePix hybrid pixel de-
tector.38–40Note that the original LET measurements were
normalized per second; here we have re-normalized to LET-
per-day for consistency and for display of the estimated LET
rate in units that are more relevant to radiation risk estima-
tion for long-duration missions. The red shaded area indi-
cates an uncertainty in the low-energy measurements (LET ≤
40keV/µm) of the TimePix detector. This is most likely due to
secondary electrons stopping within the instrument’s silicon
detector and resulting in an overestimation of approximately
10% to their LET values.
The measured LET spectrum in the ISS IVA environment
includes all charged particles (electrons, pions, heavy charged
particles, etc.). However, as with the Badhwar et al. measure-
ments for the U.S. Space Shuttle-Mir data presented above,37
onboard measurements exclude neutrons. The model spec-
trum approximates the real-world measured energies with
reasonable accuracy for continuous LET values of up to
180keV/µm over approximately seven orders of magnitude.
The contribution of particles with low LET (≤ 40 keV/µm)
falls off much more slowly than what was seen for the U.S.
Space Shuttle-Mir Expedition 18-19 measurements. To repli-
cate this spectra in the moderator block design would require
complex geometry, including layers with thicknesses much
greater than anticipated (e.g., larger than 50cm) that could
generate the low-Z, high-energy particles needed to experi-
mentally shape this portion of the LET distribution. The sharp
peak in the modeled LET spectra seen at 90keV/µm result
from an overabundance of ions with charges of 12≤ Z ≤ 14
generated in the thicker portion of the moderator block. Mod-
ifications to the internal block geometry and material compo-
sition could be made to better fit dose spectra observed on the
ISS without the demonstrated overabundance peaks seen in
these results.
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Figure 7. Measured intravehicular LET field (per day) as measured onboard
the ISS with the TimePix dosimeter (dashed line) compared to our moderator
block model (blue solid line). The light red shading indicates uncertainty in
the low-LET measurements of the TimePix dosimeter. The resulting spectrum
closely replicates the real-world measured energies for continuous LET values
of up to 180keV/µm over approximately seven orders of magnitude.
Measured real-world IVA spectra from NASA’s EFT-1 were
recently made publically available and provided an opportu-
nity to illustrate the ability to fit the model for replication of an
IVA LET spectrum from a third space vehicle.41 The MPCV
had a flight duration of only four hours; even so, EFT-1 data
are unique as the vehicle obtained a high apogee on the second
orbit that included traversal through the radiation-dense Van
Allen Belts and briefly into the interplanetary radiation envi-
ronment. TimePix-based radiation detectors were operational
shortly after liftoff and collected data for the duration of the
mission.42
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Figure 8. LET field measured during the EFT-1 flight of NASA’s Orion
Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (dashed line) compared to moderator block
numerical outputs. The EFT-1 mission lasted approximately four hours and
included two orbits with a peak altitude of approximately 5800km. The LET
was measured for the duration of the entire flight and averaged to LET per
day for this experiment. The exposure includes both interplanetary and Van
Allen belt radiation fields. The light red shading indicates uncertainty in
the low-LET measurements of the TimePix dosimeter. Modeled results are
demonstrated by the blue solid line.
EFT-1 flight data are shown in Fig. 8 along with the results
of the moderator block model modified to replicate the unique
EFT-1 spectrum. While modeled results fit reasonably well
compared to the flight measurements, there are visible fluctu-
ations in the 30-80keV/µm range that weakly correlates to a
smaller fluctuation found from 30-50keV/µm in the measured
data. It is not yet clear whether these are indicators of the true
nature of the measured LET spectrum, or are simple statistical
fluctuations resulting from the smaller measurement period
of the EFT-1 flight. Moderator layers made of polymers as
thick as 100cm are required to produce this LET spectrum.
The sharp peaks at approximately 65keV/µm and 73keV/µm
in figure 8 are due to an overabundance of ions with charge
Z ≤ 6 in block layers of 90cm and thicker. We note that effort
was made to use few hydrogen-rich materials; the presence of
these peaks suggesting ion overabundance may be an indica-
tion that other low-Z materials and metamaterials should be
considered in future studies.
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Discussion
Our initial results indicate that the moderator block approach
is capable of generating a complex mix of nuclei and energies
that appear to more accurately simulate the space radiation en-
vironment than previous terrestrial radiation analogs. Model
results show qualitative agreement with beamline measure-
ments found in peer-reviewed literature when adapted to a
geometry and environment representative of the experiment
setup. This approach could enhance ground-based radiation
studies by providing a more accurate recreation of the space
radiation environment and allowing for a continuous gener-
ation of ionizing radiation that matches the LET spectrum
and dose-rate of GCR for experimental purposes. Further, the
model can be adapted to multiple scenarios, as demonstrated
by simulation of varied intravehicular environments of the U.S.
Space Shuttle, ISS, and MPCV vehicles. This approach could
be additionally utilized to simulate the external GCR field, a
planetary surface spectrum (e.g., Mars), or the local radiation
environment of orbiting satellites, allowing for the charac-
terization of multiple radiation environments that may be
encountered during future space exploration. We emphasize
that our model can generate both thermal and fast spallation
neutron products, though these data were not included in the
results presented here for more transparent comparison with
measured real-world flight data. In future work, more exten-
sive measurement of real-world IVA neutron spectrum could
provide much-needed insight regarding the neutron contribu-
tion to the IVA particle spectrum and allow for higher fidelity
comparisons between real-world data and model capability.
An important outcome of the results discussed here is the
demonstration of validity for use of Monte Carlo numeri-
cal techniques in determining complex physical outcomes
using high-performance, multi-core computers. The results
presented above demonstrate computational alternatives of
complex dynamics that are difficult to mimic in a laboratory
setting. The recent advances in multi-core computation tech-
niques allow for decreasing statistical errors by drastically
increasing the number of samples sets. The simulation results
reported for each test case required massive computation re-
sources. Each model (U.S. Space Shuttle-Mir, ISS, EFT-1)
utilized the equivalent of 135,000 cpu hours (equivalent to ap-
proximately 2.5 years of computation on a typical computer)
and generated 2.5 TB of data using 5000 or more CPU cores.
With the use of supercomputers, these computations were per-
formed in roughly 10 hours. Remarkably, recent updates to
the high-performance computing cluster utilized reduces the
same computational time to approximately 60 minutes. The
application of high-performance computational techniques
allows for the adaptation of the moderator block design for
high-fidelity radiation studies of materials and human health
outcomes.
The ability to better simulate the space radiation environ-
ment in terrestrial research efforts has the potential to sub-
stantially enhance understanding of the space radiation envi-
ronment, allowing for rapid advances in the understanding of
human radiobiological health during long-duration spaceflight.
Simultaneously, such capability could drastically reduce costs
and risks associated with space radiobiological research ef-
forts by providing a high-fidelity terrestrial analog. There is a
pressing need for better understanding of the true health risk
imposed by the space radiation environment on future human
exploration missions. The approach presented here has the
potential allow rapid improvements to radiobiological studies
aimed at addressing these concerns, and can additionally be
generalized to other radiation spectra with wide applicabil-
ity for general radiation studies of unique and extraterrestrial
environments. Such a capability would fill a much-needed
niche not just for radiobiological research, but also for the
development of shielding, electronics, and other materials for
the space environment.
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